ABOUT

Five actors take on the roles of over 50 different characters in this high-flying world-premiere comedy guaranteed to keep the suspense high and the laughs rolling!

Not much happens in Farmtown, USA, home of brothers Joe and Jerry Jessup. So when Joe realizes he has superpowers, he high-tails it out of town to seek fame and fortune in “Big City.” When he finds trouble instead, jittery Jerry is forced to follow – and their boring life is turned upside down into a rip roarin’ adventure! Toss in an eccentric billionaire, plucky reporter and dastardly villains, and you’ve got one epic tale of the world’s FIRST superhero.

SONGS

**ACT 1**
Down on the Farm
Dapper Cracker Variety Hour
For Your Own Good
A New Kind of Hero
Dapper Cracker Variety Hour – Reprise
This Just In
Don’t Mind if I Do
Join Me, Won’t You
Up and Away
Good News
Good News – Reprise
This Just In – Reprise
Act I Finale

**ACT 2**
Don’t Mind if I Do – Reprise
A New Kind of Hero – Reprise
The Scoop
Bad Never Felt So Good
Join Me, Won’t You – Reprise
Super Hero
No One Should Save the World on Their Own
Finale

MAIN CHARACTERS

**JERRY JESSUP** – A kind, intelligent, yet fearful man who is happy to never stray from the farm. Content with life as it is, Jerry is distrustful of outside forces and inherently nervous, but will stop at nothing to protect the ones he loves.

**JOE JESSUP** – An all-American, strapping farm boy, with broad shoulders and good looks. Confident that he is meant for great things, his slightly dim wit and his childlike enthusiasm don’t always serve him well, but his handsome face and clueless charm don’t hurt.

**SUSIE DARE** – A feisty, ambitious and independent young woman who will do anything to become a news reporter – but underneath the drive and confidence is a sweet, charming interior that is equally at play.

**RONAK FAIRCHILD** – An eccentric billionaire and philanthropist who seems just outrageous and mysterious enough to be your biggest ally or the most diabolical villain.

**MOTHER JESSUP** – The mother of Joe and Jerry, she is a very hard, unemotional, no-nonsense woman, born of the earth.

...And many more!
SYNOPSIS

Meet Joe and Jerry Jessup, two brothers who live and work in Farmtown, USA (“DOWN ON THE FARM”). While Jerry is content with his quaint life, Joe has bigger plans for himself in Big City (“DAPPER CRACKER VARIETY HOUR”). But when Joe’s plans to run off with the circus go awry, he finds himself left with a strange super power instead. Jerry is unsure of how to protect his little brother in light of this new information (“FOR YOUR OWN GOOD”). Now equipped to succeed, Joe high-tails it to Big City where he finds a place far less glamorous than he had imagined (“A NEW KIND OF HERO”).

In Big City we meet Susie Dare, a young journalist trying to establish her career in a crime-ridden metropolis – but when Joe lands the weatherman position at BCN Radio over Susie, their relationship starts off on the wrong foot (“DAPPER CRACKER VARIETY HOUR – REPRISE”).

Back in Farmtown, Jerry and Mother Jessup receive multiple letters from Joe updating them on his life in Big City (“THIS JUST IN”). Joe tells them that he’s been promoted by Ronak Fairchild – the new owner of the radio station. He asks Jerry to join him in Big City, as he’s discovered he has multiple super powers.

Jerry travels to big city (“DON’T MIND IF I DO”) where he joins Susie and Joe at Ronak’s house for an exclusive event (“JOIN ME, WON’T YOU”). When the party is threatened by a Big City villain, Joe saves the guests from devastation, revealing his super powers to Ronak and Susie. Ronak convinces Joe that he must use his super human skills to stop the Big City villains.

It doesn’t take long for Joe to become Big City’s hero (“UP AND AWAY”). Susie decides that an exclusive story on Joe will be the big break she needs as a journalist, but her boss at BCN Radio has other plans. Jerry spends some time with Susie in an attempt to cheer her up (“GOOD NEWS”), and the two attend Joe’s press conference where Joe publicly proposes to Susie; she declines. When Joe finds out the reason for her rejection, he is heartbroken (“THIS JUST IN – REPRISE”). As he succumbs to jealousy and rage, he becomes Big City’s newest villain (“ACT 1 – FINALE”).

In the aftermath of Joe’s chaotic outburst, Jerry has discovered a power of his own (“DON’T MIND IF I DO – REPRISE”). Meanwhile, the citizens of Big City are panicked (“A NEW KIND OF HERO – REPRISE”). Susie broadcasts the news of Joe’s rampage over the radio (“THE SCOOP”) and Joe listens in from a local bar. Two weeks have passed, and Jerry and Joe have not spoken.

RUN TIME

Approximately 2 hours, with one 15-minute intermission.

PARENTAL GUIDELINES

Parental guidance suggested for children ages 8 years and older. No adult content.

Please note that children under the age of 3 will not be admitted to the theater.
SYNOPSIS

Joe is told that he is not a real villain because he doesn’t have henchmen, so he decides to get himself a few (“BAD NEVER FELT SO GOOD”). Later, Ronak hosts another soiree in celebration of Susie’s promotion with BCN Radio (“JOIN ME, WON’T YOU – REPRISE”). Joe crashes the party with his new henchmen and ends up tied up – apparently, there is a new “super hero” on the scene (“SUPER HERO”).

When Joe’s villainous plans go awry, he has a change of heart. He finds Jerry in his apartment and begins to apologize for his erratic behavior – but he discovers Jerry and Susie have been holding secrets of their own (“NO ONE SHOULD SAVE THE WORLD ON THEIR OWN”). Joe learns the truth about his past that will define his future (“FINALE”).